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To serve and protect SJSU
University police have seen a drop in use by students
of nighttime police escort service

US, Russia call for
nuke cuts in sweeping
agenda
LONDON — The United
States and Russia set a
newly ambitious course
for global cooperation
Wednesday as presidents
Barack Obama and
Dmitry Medvedev ordered
negotiators into immediate
action on a treaty to further
reduce nuclear weapons.
While setting in motion
fast-track negotiations
on a replacement for the
seminal 1991 Strategic Arms
Reduction Treaty, or START,
which expires at year’s end,
the two leaders vowed at the
same time to jointly confront
other perceived threats.
- Associated Press

Fernando Del Moral, a University Police Department officer, arrests someone on suspicion of
robbery on Friday, March 13 at 10th and William streets.

ELIZABETH KANG
Staff Writer

San Jose is often labeled as
one of the safest big cities in
America, and it would be fair
to assume that SJSU, located in
the heart of the city, would be
just as secure.
Josh Greene, an undeclared
freshman, said he has always felt
safe at SJSU and has never used
a police escort at night.
“Why would I need someone to walk me to the (parking)
garage?” he asked.

A steady decline in university police escort requests over
the past few decades may indicate that students do feel safe
on campus, according to some
university police officers.
“We used to get 75 to 100
escort requests per night,” said
Sgt. John Laws, who has been
with the University Police Department for eight years. “Now
we get three or four.”
Laws said that the number
of evening guide, or escort, requests were at their highest in
the ’80s. Students and faculty,
primarily women, requested es-

career in law enforcement.
“I’ve noticed some students
will wait up to two hours for
someone else to walk them
home,” he said. “I just think that
if they knew more about our service, they would have someone
walk with them, even to their cars,
the garages, or what have you.”
Manuel Aguayo, who has
been with the UPD for about
three-and-a-half years, said he,
too, thinks some students are
unaware.

The season of giving might
have been during Christmas
time, but SJSU is bringing it back
in style via the senior gift.
Nancy Stewart, the director of annual giving and special
gifts development, said the senior gift offers the opportunity
for graduating seniors to give
back with a donation. Through
voting, SJSU decides whether to
give the gift to the Joyce Hunter-Mabry Scholarship Endowment, the Educational Opportunity Program or The Student
Emergency Fund.
Nhu Anh Can, a senior hospitality, recreation, and tourism
management major and intern
for the SJSU Alumni Association, said she believes the senior
gift is a great idea that benefits for
the future.
“The senior gift is a way for
seniors to give back to the university, because it helps both the
university and students,” Can
said. “It also helps put money
back into the university to assist
students after the class of 2009
leaves San Jose State University.”
Stewart said the votes are
counted and whatever fund gets
the most votes is given the money that was contributed for the
senior gift.

corts to walk them to their cars
or dormitories, he said.
“A lot of people don’t know
about the service,” said Ferdinand Luis, who has been a
police service assistant for two
years. “I think that more students should be using this service. It’s convenient.”
A police service assistant is
a student who works as an assistant to the UPD and helps
them with courtesy calls, locking up buildings, patrolling the
campus and escorting students,
said Luis. He said he became
one because he is considering a

See UPD, page 4

See GIFT, page 3
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A.S. ELECTIONS

Forum allows candidates to introduce themselves to students
SAMANTHA PATTERSON
Staff Writer

Candidates running for Associated Student government
addressed their concerns and
goals for SJSU at a candidate
forum at the Student Union
Amphitheater on Wednesday
afternoon.
About 20 students were in
attendance for the forum that
consisted of candidate speeches
and a Q-and-A session.
“The event went pretty
good,” said Rohan Dhamnaskar,
the chief election officer. “We

would have hoped for a lot more
people to attend, though.”
Each candidate running had
a chance to brief the audience
with their experience, goals, and
reasons for why they should get
the students vote.
The Associated Students is
divided into two branches —
executive and legislative.
The executive branch has a
total of five candidates running
for three positions— president,
vice president, or controller.
The legislative branch consists of thirteen directors. Not
all students running for a position were present at the candi-
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TAMPA, Fla. — For all the
talk of an impending crisis
in Social Security funding,
one already exists in another
aspect of the program: The
system is clogged with
hundreds of thousands of
disputed disability claims,
a backlog so big that
some people have to wait
years for a hearing. Social
Security officials blame
underfunding, understaffing,
a rise in cases, and an
increasing number of claims
involving hard-to-prove
ailments.
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SACRAMENTO — The head
of California’s prison system
said Wednesday that he will
soon ask state legislators
to approve expanding three
prisons to hold an additional
2,800 inmates, adding to
what already is the nation’s
largest state prison system.
The construction projects
would be the first to draw
money from a nearly $8
billion bond measure
approved by lawmakers two
years ago.
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date forum.
“Ideally, we started with
around 35 students running for
the 16 positions,” said Dhamnaskar. “We have around two people running for each position,
and a few dropped out so there
are about 31 candidates now.”
Candidates running for an
executive position started the
forum with their speeches. Each
touched on key points of their
student involvement and contributions they have made on
campus.

See FORUM, page 2

STEFAN ARMIJO / Spartan Daily
Bryon Marques Pulu, an Associated
Students candidate running for director of faculty affairs,
pitches his platform to students during the A.S. candidate
forum outside the Student Union on Wednesday.
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Multimedia collage: Hop
on a Psychedelic Robot
Ride with photos by Daily
staff photographer Stefan
Armijo.

Multimedia Editor
Joey Akeley gives
early predictions of the
Spartans’ 2009 football
season.

Check out a video of
a forum regarding the
upcoming A.S. election
showing the candidates
and audience reactions.
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SPARTA Safety concerns

GUIDE raised after small
02
earthquake

FORUM Election will be April 14 -16;
31 candidates running for open positions

Today

Traveling Spartans

Spartan Travel Night
7 p.m. in Campus Village Building B.
Contact Jenny at 714-329-4979.

Akbayan of SJSU
General meeting.
4:30 to 6 p.m. in the Almaden
Room of the Student Union.
Contact Justin Lacap at
j_lacap@yahoo.com

Bible Study
“Purpose Driven Life.” A2
Christian Fellowship hosts a
presentation and discussion.
7 p.m. in the Guadalupe Room at
the Student Union.
Contact Justin Foon at
jfoon1@yahoo.com

Alanna Mancebo, Christopher Palumbo, and Lizzie Orr answer students’ STEFAN ARMIJO / Spartan Daily
questions regarding their platforms as candidates at the A.S. candidate forum on Wednesday.

Meditation Group

Continued from page 1

5 p.m. in the King Library.
Contact Harrison at
hhaarrrriissoonn@gmail.com
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Saturday

Lamb of God
With As I Lay Dying, Children of
Bodom and more. $35.
7 p.m. in the Event Center.
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Courtesy of United States Geological Survey

Sunday

International Week
Pancake Breakfast.
9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the
International House.
For more information, call
408.924.6570.
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Monday

Pride of the Pacific
Islands
Hula and Tahitian dance practice.
8 to 10 p.m. in the Aerobics
Room of the Event Center.
Contact Kristen Tom at
ppi_sjsu@yahoo.com

LGBTQQI
Discussion Group
Co-sponsored by LGBT Resource
Center and Counseling Services.
Noon to 1:30 p.m. at the LGBT
Resource Center.
For more information, call
924-6158 or 924-5910.

Pregnancy
Counseling
Pregnant? Confused? Need Support? Peer counseling is available
every Monday.
10:30 a.m. to noon in the
Guadalupe Room at the Student
Union and 1 to 3 p.m. in Hugh
Gillis Hall, Room 255. For more
information, call 376-1233.
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Tuesday

Fall Out Boy
With 50 Cent, Cobra Starship and
All Time Low. $36.
7 p.m. in the Event Center.

Pride of the Pacific
Islands
General meeting.
5:30 to 7 p.m. in the Ohlone
Room of the Student Union.
Contact Kristen Tom at
ppi_sjsu@yahoo.com

Spartan Smart Cart
Fresh fruit and veggies.
10:15 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Clark Hall,
rain or shine. Contact Luisa Garrett at luisa@postalmodern.com
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DAN LU

Staff Writer

The campus shook Monday
morning when a magnitude 4.3
earthquake struck as students
returned to school after spring
break.
According to The United
States Geological Survey, the
quake hit at 10:40 a.m. and
was centered 11 miles north of
Morgan Hill.
Daniel No, the associate director of planning, design and
construction for SJSU, said no
damage was reported on campus
during Monday’s temblor.
“Most of the buildings are up
to standards,” No said.
Jennifer Anderson, an anthropology professor, said her first
concern during the earthquake
was the structural integrity of
Clark Hall, where she said she
was during the incident. She also
said it would have been a slow
exit and made the decision to
continue teaching.
“The reason that I did not suggest evacuating the classroom is
because we have 50 students in a
classroom with two exit doors,”
she said. “We would have been
entering a hall with several similar sized classes.”
Bill Walker, an Open University student, said he was in Anderson’s anthropology class on
Monday when the earth shook
and said earthquakes are a fact of
life if you live in this area.
“I was wondering if what we
were feeling is the maximum,
or there would be bigger shocks
coming,” he said.
Walker said his family is prepared for the big one, with significant quantities of bottled water,
a gas shut-off tool, emergency
lights and a well-stocked cupboard of canned food.
Christine Hofer, a senior spatial arts major, said she thought
someone had kicked her seat
when the quake hit.
“I’ve been through a lot of

earthquakes but never thought of
running out the door,” she said.
“Living in California, it’s one of
those things you kind of expect.
I find it exhilarating, it doesn’t
scare me.”
Susan Garcia, a USGS public information specialist for
the earthquake hazards team
in Menlo Park, said Monday’s
quake occurred on a fault that
has “no name” because it has not
been mapped to the surface of
the Earth by a geologist. She also
added that the state has many
“no name” faults.
Garcia said four aftershocks
were reported after Monday
morning, with the largest at a
magnitude of 1.2. Monday’s
earthquake could help residents
remember the importance of being prepared for a natural disaster, she said.
“These ‘friendly earthquakes’
are a good reminder to residents
of the Bay Area that an earthquake can happen at any time
or place and being prepared
is something we can do now,”
Garcia said.
She added that it is important to create an emergency plan
and kit.
Garcia said the probability for
a magnitude 6.7 earthquake or
greater along the Calaveras fault,
which runs east of San Jose, is 7
percent within a 30-year period
beginning in 2007. The fault is
a major branch located between
the San Andreas and Hayward
faults. She said it is unlikely that
the magnitude 4.3 earthquake
will trigger a significant quake on
this section of the Calaveras.
Eileen O’Halloran, a geography instructor and a staff member at the USGS, said she has
disaster supplies ready at home
and work including food, water, a hand-crank radio and a
first-aid kit.
“There will be a large earthquake again in the Bay Area at
some point. It’s just a matter of
time,” she said.

Wednesday
Wednesd

Study Abroad Fair
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Seventh
Street Plaza.

Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge to students, faculty and
staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon, three working days
before the desired publication date.
Space restrictions may require
editing of submission. Entries are
printed in the order in which they
are received. Submit entries online
at thespartandaily.com or in writing at DBH 209.

Will you be our friends?
Check out the
Daily’s fan page!
Go to “Applications,” add “My Pages,” and search “Spartan Daily”

Tobi Richards, a candidate
for president, started with her
speech and voiced her three
promises she would make if
elected, which are advocacy, efficiency, and integrity.
“In elections, everyone
wants to hear what they want,”
Richards said. “I’m just honest
and share what I’ve done and
how I have exceeded in what
I’ve done.”
Megan Baker, also running
for president, shared the opportunities she would give students
at SJSU and how important education and AS is to her.
Candidate speeches running for the legislative branch
followed. Speeches ranged
from a couple minutes to more
than five minutes long.
Main points, such as communicating with and engaging
with students, and A.S. were a

familiar topic throughout the
candidates.
Robert Buzzard, a candidate
running for director of community and environmental affairs, voiced that there is a lot
of untapped potential in A.S.
and SJSU.
“In high school, I was heavy
into sports teams,” Buzzard
said. “It was great being a part
of a team and coming together
for a greater cause. I want to be
apart of a team that works together for a common goal.”
The legislative branch has
candidates running for all positions except for one — director
of university advising affairs.
Applications are no longer
being accepted for candidates,
but the position will become
available after elections.
“In the ballot when students
vote we’ll have an option for
students to check if they want
to be contacted about the position,” Dhamnaskar said. “If

they choose yes, we’ll send out
a mass e-mail to them and for
the people who are really interested, they will file a paper application.”
He added that once an application is filled out and turned in,
executive positions will review
them and will call for a one-onone interview and that is how
the position will be filled.
Voter information guides
are now available throughout
campus. It provides a list of the
candidates and information
about the different positions.
Dhamnaskar said A.S. is
working on updating their Web
site to include all the events
about the election.
“It’s disappointing more
people were not here,” Richards said. “There is plenty of
information out there to be utilized regarding the candidates
and positions; everyone is just
doing their best to try get students informed.”
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GIFT Graduating seniors asked to donate $20.09
Continued from page 1
“In the past it has been $3,000,
plus or minus, and this is only
the third year that we have done
this particular program, so it’s
still new in a lot of ways,” Stewart
said.
Stewart said the letter and
messages informing students
about the senior gift went out to
those who filed for graduation in
May and in December. Students
who are getting their bachelor’s
degrees as well as master’s candidates were included in the group
of graduates to be notified about
the senior gift.
The starting amount for a donation begins is at $20.09, which
is intentionally linked to the
graduation year, Stewart said.
“What we are trying to do is to

get those that are graduating and
heading off in the world to give
back to those that follow behind
them,” Stewart said. “Hopefully
(they will) give back to something that’s going directly to a
student group or student fund.”
Students are not the only
ones who can donate, Stewart
said. People can honor someone with their gift, so a parent or
family member can honor their
student and a faculty or staff
member can honor a student,
and other variations.
Pat Lopes Harris, director of
media relations at SJSU, said that
in the past, there was a tradition
of a senior gift at SJSU that lasted
many years.
“Recently, with our steppedup effort to raise money, we
brought back the senior gift,”
Harris said.
Cecilia Almeda, a senior

and Alumni Association intern,
said most gifts at SJSU and
other universities have been of
material or physical things for
seniors to leave their mark
on campus, such as a tree or
a bench, while the senior gift
helps actual people.
“This gift actually helps the
students, letting seniors leave
their mark in the lives of those
at SJSU,” Almeda said. “That is a
greater gift, and the most beneficial, since making a difference in
the lives of others is rewarding
in all sides of the spectrum.”
Harris added that the fees students pay cover no more than 50
percent of the cost of their education while the rest is made up
by the state’s general fund and
donors.
“The reason you’re here, you’ve
been able to prosper here, is a gift
made by someone else who came

before you,” Harris said.
“The idea is not to bankrupt
students,” Harris said. “We’re not
asking for a lot of money, we’re
asking for $20.09. That’s four
Starbucks drinks, maybe five or
six. But again, the idea is to give
back to students, perpetuate a
tradition that enabled you to be
educated here.”
Harris said she felt optimistic and said that somebody who
gives $20.09 this year may in 10
years give $200 and in years to
come — possibly even more. It’s
a very common way at many other institutions to build up a base
of donors that SJSU just happens
to also have a tradition in.
“The idea is that if we can get
people to even be familiar, even if
they don’t give, to just be familiar
with the concept that it is important to give back, we can build on
that over time,” Harris said.

CAMPUSIMAGES

Fully dressed as her stage character, Katie Dostalek, a sophomore occupational therapy major,
KIRSTEN AGUILAR / Spartan Daily
retrieves a run-away skateboard from a fellow student while helping promote the SJSU school of
music and dance production, CSI: Circus Victims Unit, a week before its opening night on Thursday, April 9.

SJPD sergeant talks investigations with students
Speaker addresses crime
scene investigations
MARCOS BLANCO
Staff Writer

Students were treated to two
seminars Monday at the department of justice studies in MacQuarrie Hall dealing with forensic science and real life crime
scene investigation presented by
Sgt. Bruce Wiley of the San Jose
Police Department.
The first seminar started at
10:30 a.m. with an overview of
an Oklahoma murder case that
began in the late ‘80s and ended in the mid ‘90s. Sgt. Wiley
showed graphic images of the
crime scene, including pictures
of the five murdered women,
and said the investigation of the
crime scene for this case lasted
nine days.
“There is no dignity in death.

Especially not a violent one,”
Wiley said.
He explained in detail the
process the crime scene unit
conducted in collecting evidence and clues, recognizing
blood patterns and trying to
solve the case in general.
Wiley said it wasn’t until the
mid ‘90s when a break in the
case appeared in California in
the form of Danny Keith Hooks,
a convicted offender and fugitive from Oklahoma. Wiley
said Hooks became “the first
DNA hit in history” when they
matched his DNA to the DNA
found at the crime scene at the
house in Oklahoma, thereby enabling a conviction of Hooks for
the Oklahoma murders.
“DNA is an empirical standard,” Wiley said. “There is
nothing else that matches that
standard.”
Wiley explained to students
that was no “Sherlock Holmes”
in the unit, no confessions and

no informants in the case of
the murdered women in Oklahoma.
The second seminar began
at noon for students in Professor Steven Lee’s justice studies class. Wiley went into more
detail about collecting evidence
and blood recognition using
visual examples from various
murder cases.
“It is the process (and analysis) that is the evidence,” he
said.
Catherine Yumal, a junior
justice studies major, said she
thought the seminars by Sgt.
Wiley were informative.
“It tied into a lot things with
Dr. Lee’s (class),” Yumal said. “It
was very helpful.”
Khalid Jivani, a senior advertising major, said the investigation seminars by Wiley were
done in a creative way for college students.
“It is the harsh, but truthful
reality of the (CSI) work force

and the justice studies field,” Jivani said. “It shows what these
people do for the community to
keep the streets safe.”
Wiley said that there were
two groups of people when it
comes to the CSI field; lab rats
and field mice.
“To the field mice, you better
figure out that this is what you
do and not what you are,” he
said in the first seminar.
If it becomes an all-consuming passion, you don’t have a
life,” Wiley said.
Sgt. Wiley, who has been a
police officer for over 28 years
and has worked in the CSI field
for most of his career, said he
enjoys his profession, but it is
not a career to be taken lightly.
“This is the job you can lose
in the blink of an eye,” Wiley
said. “You have to make all the
right decisions. If you foul up
one way, you lose it. Doing everything perfect is the minimum
standard.”

Week of events
focuses on helping
take care of planet
ELIZABETH KANG
Staff Writer

Organic foods, a live hawk
and an outfit made from Skittles and Dum Dum wrappers
will share the spotlight during
SJSU’s fifth annual sustainability week from April 6 to 10.
The weeklong event will
feature guest lecturers, presentations and tours on campus
involving topics that promote
environmental sustainability
and awareness.
Anna Le, a director of the
Environmental Resource Center, said she has been helping
to plan sustainability week
for months. She said that she,
along with many other students have been putting a lot
of effort into the event and
hope for a big crowd.
“Sustainability week has
been getting more popular every year,” she said. “That’s why
I think we are going to get a
better turnout this year.”
Zachary Pallin, a senior political science major and member of the Environmental Club,
said he has been involved with
selecting the lecturers and topics for sustainability week.
“We focused on getting
people out here who are either from Santa Clara County,
SJSU, or Bay Area organizations,” he said. “We feel like
there is a huge community
here that needs to know more
about sustainability.”
Each day of sustainability
week will have different theme,
Pallin said.
Monday’s theme is food
and agriculture, and will feature lectures on topics such
as the value of eating organic
foods. Rachel O’Malley, an
associate professor of environmental studies, said she is
excited about this theme.
She said she is interested
in “creating a university wide
sustainable agriculture production garden, so SJSU students can really eat and grow
our food locally.” She said
Monday’s lecturers will address this issue.
Tuesday’s theme will focus
on transportation and energy
and includes a tour of SJSU’s
Heating and Cooling Plant.
The plant, located between
the Boccardo Business Complex and Campus Village, will

be open for tours at 11 a.m.,
noon and 1 p.m.
Wednesday’s theme is
waste management, featuring
“Trashion,” a recycled fashion
show hosted by Associated
Students. The show will include fashion made and modeled by students, said Sarah
Bronstein, the A.S. director of
community and environmental affairs. Bronstein, a junior
political science major, said
that one of her roommates is
working on an outfit made entirely from candy wrappers.
Crossroads Trading Co., a
used clothing store, will also
contribute outfits for the show.
Jennifer Thomas, who
works at Crossroads, said that
she and a few other people
have put together about 10
outfits featuring spring trends,
including animal prints, denim, and bright colors — all
from recycled clothing.
On Thursday, resource
conservation and biodiversity
will be discussed, and a lecture titled “The importance of
conservation” will take place
at the Student Union Amphitheater at 1:30 p.m.
Le, an environmental studies major, said she is most
looking forward to this event,
because it will feature a hawk.
“I really want to see a live
hawk,” she said.
On Friday, no lectures or
events are scheduled, but from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., the Environmental Resource Center will
be encouraging people to “recycle their e-waste,” and bring
anything electronic to the
parking lot by 11th Street, located by the campus ATMs.
On the SJSU sustainability
week Web site, one of the different definitions of sustainability given is a quote from
environmentalist and author Paul Hawken, who said,
“Leave the world better than
you found it, take no more
than you need, try not to harm
life or the environment, make
amends if you do.”
A tall order, but one that
Pallin said he thinks is attainable.
“Sustainability is the biggest
movement right now, I feel, or
the one with the most potential,” he said. “It’s so important
that we as a society begin to
clean up our act and really take
care of our environment.”

Go to www.sjsusustainabilityweek.org for
the most updated info about sustainability week.
Sustainability week will run from Apirl 6 - 10.
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UPD ‘We used to get 75 to 100 escort requests per night; now we get three or four’

Continued from page 1
“As much as we try to advertise with safety 101 brochures
and putting notices out on campus, maybe not all students are
aware,” he said.
Irene Gorethe, a junior industrial design major, said she
hasn’t used the police escort
service and didn’t even know
about it.
“This is the first time hearing about it,” she said. “I didn’t
know we had it on campus.
I know the big, blue-button pole things, but I didn’t
know what they were for.”
GLOW-IN-THE-DARK POLES
The blue light phone systems
are scattered all over campus and
at night, they glow a soft cobalt
hue. Not including the emergency phones in the elevators, there
are 217 blue light phone systems
on campus, said Sgt. Mike Santos, who has been with the UPD
for 11 years.
“These blue lights on campus
− they’re not just there for emergencies,” Aguayo said.
“They are also there to request
any type of police services,” he
added. “You walk up to it, you
press the little red button and
it’s a speaker phone that goes directly to our police dispatcher. If
we get a call, we’ll be there in a
minute and 30 seconds, because
we’re always around.”
Aguayo, who works the night
shift from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m., said
most of the alerts from the campus blue light phone systems are
pranks or accidents, when students
hit the low buttons in the elevators.
Nevertheless, every call gets a timely response, he said. Every time a
blue light call button is pushed, the
location of the pole is immediately
tracked by the police dispatcher.
Aguayo said he remembered an incident when the
tracking device was particularly useful. He recalled a story
he heard from another officer
about a girl who was in danger
one night and pushed every
blue light button she passed on
campus.
“Apparently a girl was being followed by a guy so she
kept pressing them and the officers were able to locate her,”
he said. The officers were able
to track her path and intercept,
he said.
Recently, Abir Abi Abboud,
a sophomore industrial design
major, used the blue light call
system to ask for assistance
when she was on campus late
at night.
“I was here by myself until,
like, 3 a.m., and had to walk to

William (Street),” she said.
She said she pressed a button on a blue light phone system and told the dispatcher she
needed someone to walk her to
her car. A female officer soon
came by and picked her up. Abboud said that the officer dropped
her off at her car and stayed until she got into her own car and
drove off.
“It was like, ‘OK. I feel safe’,”
she said.
Luis, a sophomore criminology major, said that he also
escorts students to their cars or
apartments even if they’re off
campus, up to about two blocks
in any direction.
“Generally, we go anywhere
from (King Library) all the way
to Campus Village and, even to
some extents, the areas around
Eighth Street,” he said.
An escort can also be requested from a cell phone by dialing
(408) 924-2222.
SECURITY BLANKET
But there is another reason,
beside unawareness, that students are using fewer police escorts, said some UPD officers.
“The level of danger has
dropped,” Laws said.
Sgt. Santos said that back in
the late ’70s, a rapist used to prey
on students on campus, and he
believes that is why the blue light
phone system was installed.
The officers said that both the
campus and surrounding neighborhood have become safer in
past years.
Aguayo said another danger
plagued the campus when he was
a student in the ’90s.
“There were a lot of dark spots
on campus,” he said.
“I used to get out of class and
run,” said Aguayo, who was a
student and police service assistant in the mid-1990s. “I was too
manly to ask for an escort.”
Now that the lighting on campus is much better, he said, people feel safer.
“Lighting is really good on
campus,” he said. “Every now and
then we’ll get a dark spot because
the light fails, but for the most
part, campus is relatively safe because it’s well lit and there are a
lot of people on campus.”
A well-lit campus as well as a
more active nightlife on campus
has led to a safer environment,
Aguayo said.
“There was a time at SJSU at
night when there was nothing to
do ever,” he recalled. “We are seeing more campus nightlife again.
I’ve seen people playing cricket
and soccer.”
Aguayo said he encourages it.
“We want them to enjoy campus life so they don’t have to go
off campus,” he said. “I don’t

Officer Fernando Del Moral talks to witnesses of a crime at 10th and William Streets on March 13. YOUNG-SUNG KWON / Spartan Daily
know if it’s the environment, but
people are starting to come out
more at night.”
Irene Gorethe, a student, said
she thinks the campus is lonely
in the evening.
“There is no one around at
night, so that is the spooky part,”
she said.
Camille McFadden, a freshman political science major
who lives on campus, said she
has been using escorts every
weekend, because she works
at night and usually gets home
around 11:30 p.m.
Her dad, who she said was a
police cadet at SJSU when the
climate was much more dangerous, insisted she live on campus
and use an escort at night.
“He gets mad at me if I don’t,”
McFadden said.
Back when her dad was at
SJSU, some streets, such as
San Carlos Street, used to run
through campus, until they
were finally closed off in 1994,
Aguayo said. He added that this
has also contributed to a safer
environment.
“They closed off the streets,
they added more lighting, they
made these large walkways so they
could close off street traffic,” he
said. “That prevented people from
off campus from driving close to
campus and just hanging out and
creating problems.”
He said the two-way traffic
caused many problems.
“Imagine going from Joe West
Hall to a class at Dwight Bentel
Hall, and you have to cross all
this traffic,” he said. “Imagine
how many people got ran over.
Even then, people jaywalked,
and people got injured.”

BLUE LIGHT PHONE SYSTEM
LOCATIONS AROUND CAMPUS

Infographic by Jon Xavier

Blue light phones inside buildings and parking lots are not shown

SAFETY IN NUMBERS
Parts outside of campus have
improved as well, according to
the officers.
While some students may not
want to hang out in the neighborhood between Fourth Street
and 10th Street at night, the area
is much safer than it used to be,
Aguayo said.
That neighborhood, located
right outside of campus, used
to have a “nasty gang problem,”
he said.
“It used to be pretty dangerous,” Aguayo said. “Active enforcement by both the city (police) and UPD and community
involvement has greatly changed
the dynamics of the neighborhood. Granted, the drugs and
crime are still there, but not as
bad as it used to be.”
Officer Fernando Del Moral,
who said he has been with UPD
for two years, agreed.
He said that the presence of
hard-core, street-level drugs,
such as cocaine and heroin, have
lightened recently, thanks to efforts by the UPD and San Jose
Police Department (SJPD).
Sgt. John Laws also said that
good teamwork with SJPD has
been a fundamental part in keeping the campus secure. While
there is a defined jurisdiction
for both departments, Laws said
that UPD and SJPD also share a
“concurrent jurisdiction,” which
means there are no hard lines
when it comes to territory.
Aguayo defined the UPD’s jurisdiction, or territorial authority,
as all campus property, including
fraternities and sororities, dormitories, parking lots, Spartan Stadium
and the Aeronautics Facility on
Coleman Ave.
If there is a crime that’s out of its
jurisdiction, UPD can handle it if
it’s simple, he said.
“There was a report of a robbery at (Spartan Market,)” he
said. “I happened to be across

the way and I showed up first.”
He said that moments later
SJPD arrived and while technically, it was their case, UPD
lent assistance.
“We helped out, drove around
the neighborhood looking for
the bad guys,” he said. “We were
able to coordinate with the city
officers. It would be ridiculous
to say, ‘No, we can’t go across the
street because that’s not our jurisdiction.’ We’re all police. We’re
all here to help.”
On the other hand, UPD tries
not to get involved in incidents
off campus, Laws said.
“We don’t need to create work that deters us from
campus,” he said. If it’s a minor accident, he said that he
would turn it over to the city.
CRIMINAL MASTERMINDS
Most crime on campus is minor, Aguayo said.
He said many of the crimes he
deals with on the night shift are
what he calls “nuisance crimes,”
which include open bottles of
alcohol and being drunk, or urinating in public.
In the daytime, he said laptop,
bicycle and backpack thefts are
most common.
According to the UPD

Annual Safety Report, there
were 34 reported burglaries
in 2007.
The dormitories have their
own set of issues, Aguayo said.
Marijuana, alcohol, noise
control and trespassing are the
most common calls, he said.
Dangerous crime does happen, though. According to a
Spartan Daily article, six oncampus rapes were reported
in Fall 2008. More recently,
a male student was attacked,
beaten and robbed by three suspects outside of Bentel Hall at
10:23 p.m., on Feb. 14, a UPD
flier stated.
The possibility is enough
to make student Abir Abi
Abboud cautious.
“We’re art students and
here until 3 or 4 a.m. every
other night,” she said. “We
park off campus because we
don’t want to pay and we’re
here that late.”
Gorethe, another SJSU student, said she finds the heavy
police presence on campus
reassuring.
“I do feel pretty safe on campus,” she said. “The police are
always roaming around. You always see them driving through
campus, so you don’t feel
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New English director is no stranger to fiction
Chair of hiring
committee talks about
searching for a director

SJSU’S HIRING PROCESS
according to Cookie Galvan, the administration support coordinator for the English department

DOMINIQUE DUMADAUG
Staff Writer

DOMINIQUE DUMADAUG
Staff Writer

After months of searching
for a permanent director for the
Center for Literary Arts and creative writing fiction teacher, a
seven-member committee of faculty and administrators made its
final decision.
“There’s probably nothing
that we do for the health of the
university and our programs
that’s more important than hiring new talent,” said Professor
Paul Douglass, chair of the committee set up to hire the new director and teacher.
That new director and English faculty member is Andrew
Altschul.
“I’m really excited by the prospect of having a new colleague
come here who’s going to energize
us again,” Douglass said. “When
you hire a new person, that’s new
energy. You get new ideas.”
Altschul, a former lecturer
at Stanford University, has written many short stories for literary journals and for anthologies
such as “You Are Not Here and
Other Works of Buddhist Fiction,” “Best New American Voices 2006” and “O. Henry Prize
Stories 2007.”
He also has his own book,
“Lady Lazarus,” which is a finalist for the 2009 Northern California Book Award in the fiction
category.
THE CENTER OF ATTENTION
The Center for Literary Arts
is a program associated with the
English department and the College of Humanities and the Arts.
Activities for the center have included free lectures, book readings and signings and Q-and-A
sessions with creative writers, according to the center’s Web site.
“The Center for Literary Arts
brings major authors, and it’s the
best reading series outside of San
Francisco,” Douglass said.
GOING IN A NEW DIRECTION
The search for the center’s
new director has been a long
process for the seven appointed
committee members.
“It all started back in October
and November,” Douglass said,
“when we first started getting applications and reading them and
discussing who the best candidates are and finally bringing it
down to the end where we make
a job offer.”
From the hundreds of applications across America, the hiring
committee narrowed the pool of
possible candidates to a smaller
group of 15 to 20, and then four
candidates were invited to SJSU.
All four finalists — Michael
Mejia of Berry College; David
Vann of Florida State University;
Eric Puchner, also of Stanford,
and Atschul, met with the English department’s faculty members, creative writing students
and the hiring committee.
They were also given a tour of
the campus and the King Library.
“Every candidate made a presentation that was open to all
students and faculty members
across the university,” Douglass said.
Douglass said the public readings averaged seven students.
The candidates met with graduate students, who they may be
instructing during the fall semester, separately.
Some students, such as
Francisco Rodriguez, a senior
psychology major, were not
aware of the candidates’ presentations.
“One thing about this school
is that no one tells you about anything. You have to figure it out for
yourself,” he said. “At my other
schools (Modesto Junior College
and San Joaquin Delta College),
they advertised on giant bulletins.”

FOR TENURED PROFESSORS
1. The department must get approval to post for the position.
2. Applications for the open job are then checked and
acknow-ledgement letters are sent out to the applicants.
3. A hiring committee reviews the top candidates and narrows down the list of possible new hires through telephones
interviews.
4. The applicants who passed the telephone interviews are
then invited to SJSU to meet with the committee members in
person.
5. The committee gives the dean of the college the candidates’ resumes and names its first choice.
6. The dean gives the final approval for who will be hired for
the job.

FOR LECTURERS
1. The steps to hiring lecturers are that every year, the possible lecturers must submit a SC-1 form, a resume, a letter of
interest and a transcript of classes he or she teaches.

Andrew Altschul, the new director of SJSU’s Center for Literary Arts.
Rodriguez suggested other
ways for departments to announce
events.
“They should have them on
big screen TVs around campus, like the Student Union,”
he said. “They should send emails to students and hang fliers
everywhere.”
“All candidates read some of
their own creative work out loud
and then talked extemporaneously about their understanding
of the Center for Literary Arts
director’s job and what ideas
they had for the Center for Literary Arts for the future,” Douglass
said. “Every candidate also was
asked about how he or she would

Mt. Pleasant High School to
speak with students and publicizing all events effectively.
Teaching and directing the
center will encompass many
responsibilities for the newest member of the English
department.
“You have to be a people person, a good communicator, and
at the same time, the other part
of your appointment is to be a
creative writing instructor, so you
have to be a good teacher and to
get tenure,” Douglass said.
“You have to be a good writer to get your own work published, so it’s quite a big array
of things that the Center for

“When you hire a new person, that’s
new energy. You get new ideas.”
PAUL DOUGLASS

chair of the hiring committee

go about teaching creative writing, so what it would be like for a
student in that class.”
JUGGLING RESPONSIBILITIES
The process of finding a
new director for the Center for
Literary Arts and creative writing fiction teacher is unlike the
process of hiring a new professor or lecturer, in terms of
what the director’s duties will
include.
“The big thing that distinguishes the Center for Literary
Arts job is that whoever does
the job has to be able to work
with writers, try to keep costs
down and in general, serve as an
ambassador for the literary arts
program on campus,” Douglass
said. “The big difference is that
we’re not just looking for great
classroom teaching and not
just looking at the quality of
somebody’s writing.”
Some creative writing authors that the center brought
to SJSU include 2008 National
Book Award winner for poetry Mark Doty, 2008 Pulitzer
Prize winner Junot Diaz and
award-winning playwright Terrence McNally.
Charles McLeod, the center’s current temporary director, said Altschul will be “wearing many hats.”
He said job duties include
writing grants, scheduling author events, arranging trips to

Literary Arts director/creative
writing fiction teacher has to
be able to juggle and handle
in order to be successful,”
he added.
Altschul said he already has
a vision for what he wants for
the center.
“We’re already running a
very successful reading series,
both on campus and in local high schools, and this is
something I hope to expand to
other venues as well,” he said.
“I’d like to look into forming re-

Courtesy of Andrew Altschul

lationships with other literary organizations in the Bay Area and
analogous foundations or creative writing programs at other
universities.”

2. The resumes are added into a pool of potential hires and if
there are any positions open, the person will get a call asking if
he or she is interested.
3. The final step is that the department chair has to approve
of the lecturer.
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Cactus quencher creeps north to become cult classic

DRINK

BRETT GIFFORD
Staff Writer

OF THE

CARLOS A. MORENO / Spartan Daily

WEEK

CACTUS COOLER
GREWAL FOOD AND LIQUOR
601 S. 10th Street

Cactus Cooler has finally arrived, and now life is good.
Since transferring to SJSU
from San Diego two years ago, I
have been disappointed to find
out that many of my Southern California favorites do not
exist here.
Ordering a California burrito
at most taco shops usually garners little more than confused
looks from behind the counter,
and Cactus Cooler, one of the
best sodas of my childhood, is
thought to be a cocktail drink
ordered by newly 21-year-old sorority girls.
But recently, I recognized that
familiar yellow, orange and green
bottle staring back at me from the
soda aisle of my local liquor store,
and I quickly emptied my wallet
and started filling my fridge.
This bright orange-colored
soda, which combines the flavors
of orange and pineapple, is one
of Southern California’s secret
gems, partly because of its extremely limited distribution to
the southwest, primarily Southern California.
The fact that the Dr Pepper
Snapple Group, the distributors
of Cactus Cooler, do not even acknowledge this liquid ambrosia
on its Web site is a testament to
the low-profile status of this cult
favorite.
The color of Cactus Cooler
makes it look right at home next
to the likes of Hawaiian Punch,
and it actually has a similar texture.
But that’s about as far as similarities go between Cactus Cooler and all other drinks that wish
they were Cactus Cooler.
The flavor starts with a citrus

LOCAL MUSIC REVIEW

Potty mouths perform for
a crowd of beer drinkers

Oakland folk quartet
dirties it up with songs
of drinking and death
DAVID ZUGNONI
Senior Staff Writer

What makes one’s underwear stink worse — having
taken a poop or having farted?
This is the type of question
I often ask myself while watching a band.
The visionary artist Salvador Dali wrote a lot about
poop in his book, “Diary of a
Genius.”
That might mean that we
don’t talk about poop enough,
if a genius paid that much attention to it.
It sneaks under the radar,
don’t you think?
That’s a discussion for today, but last Friday, to cap off
my spring break, I had to cut
out my thoughts about poop.
Spring break is a time for
some good ol’ fun without the
pretentious intellectualism of
such topics.
I ended up at a late-night
backyard party in Oakland
watching The Drowsy Holler,
an Oakland-based quartet who
played Irish drinking music
without the Irish accent.
Here’s a snippet from “The
Guinness Song” to set the
scene:
“Brothers and sisters and assholes and friends / The work
day is over and the night must
begin / Leave your troubles behind you whenever you leave /
‘Cause this time is our time, so
sing out with me / One more

pint of Guinness, please fill up
my glass / My bones need the
rest that they’re getting at last
/ And if they’re still aching, I’ll
ask for one more / But don’t
worry, darling, I’m four from
the floor.”
Ahh, classic. I was more like
two or three from the floor
when I heard these lyrics.
But this band is not just an
excuse to sing about beer to
people who are drinking beer
— The Drowsy Holler have
skills, too.
They kept the audience’s attention for a good hour or so,
as much attention as you can
get from a bunch of drunks in
a dimly lit backyard while still
wearing your clothes.

And while you’re still twitching, I will spit in your face /
And when they bury you, I’ll
piss on your grave.”
She must be a wedding
singer.
There were also some upbeat punk rhythms, that bluegrass wobbly string thing and
double vocals that went along
with the “holler” theme —
they had a pretty complete
package.
I don’t know which artists influenced them, because
they’re one of those wise
guy bands who try to be funny
on their MySpace page and
write in their influences section, “We are typically under the influence of whatever

“Leave your troubles behind you wheneveer
you leave / ‘Cause this time is our time,
so sing out with me / One more pint of
Guinness, please fill up my glass.”
THE DROWSY HOLLER

“The Guinness Song”

Their sound was at times
more raucous and loud than
you might expect from such a
band, but they also chilled out
with a few folkie ballads that
made everyone want to sway
back and forth.
They got assistance from a
girl named Lauren Riot, who
sang on one song and played a
pin whistle on a couple others.
She looked like a nice girl
and sang like a nice girl, but listen to what she was signing:
“If I ever see you again,
I’m gonna kill you / Cut your
throat and watch you bleed /

somebody will buy and bring
up to the stage.”
How dare they be funny at
the expense of information.
Unheard of.
But seriously, I truly enjoyed their set, even though
the genre isn’t my cup of Irish
tea.
It was perfect for hanging
around with some friends,
a bunch of strangers and
few dogs.
Their first album is coming out in “about a month,”
vocalist/guitarist Rocky Naked said

bite that lingers with the carbonation on the back of your tongue,
followed by a smooth sweetness
that passes without leaving that
sugar-coated stickiness characterizing many other fruit-flavored
sodas.
The taste of Cactus Cooler
will find a niche in your taste
buds and will make you jones
for it like a nicotine fiend with an
empty pack of smokes.
In the fall of 2005, my friend
from San Diego and I spent three
months driving across the southern U.S. while working for a company. During our travels, we had
major withdrawals from a lack of
two things: In-n-Out Burger and
Cactus Cooler.
On the final leg of our trip,
when we began to see our longlost burger-repositories again,
we stocked up on several cases of
the orange-pineapple goodness
at the first place we could find
that carried it.
For me, Cactus Cooler is the
epitome of a summer beverage
of the nonalcoholic sort.
One sip brings me back to
memories of walking home from
high school on a hot spring day,
summer barbeques and sweatsoaked skateboarding sessions
with my friends.
Basically, this sweet drink is
summertime in a bottle.
Fortunately for us in the Bay
Area, it seems the secret has
leaked out and the Cooler is slowly appearing in more and more
locations in Northern California.
My advice to the readers: Try
one of these sodas before everyone else tries it, likes it and buys
out the whole stock.
A look at the prolific stash
in my refrigerator, and the
empty bottles in my trash, tells
me they won’t stay in stock for
long.

PEEK AT THE WEEK
02 April

02 April

The Kite
Runner

A Midsummer
Night’s Dream

San Jose Rep
8:00 p.m.
All Ages
$33 - $62

Ballet San Jose
8:00 p.m.
All Ages
$25 -$85

03 April

03 April

02 April
Chris Bliss

San Jose Improv
8:00 p.m.
18 and up
$16

03 April

The Go
Getters

Game Fest
2009

The Three
Musketeers

The Blank Club
9:00 p.m.
21 and up
$10

National University
San Jose Campus
6:00 p.m.
18 and up
Free

City Lights Theater
Company
8:00 p.m.
All Ages
$15 - $40

04 April
Kid Capri

WET Nightclub
9:00 p.m.
21 and up
call for guestlist
and cover

04 April

04 April

Shakespeare’s
Most Wanted

The Prints of
Andy Warhol

Theatre on San
Pedro Square
8:00 p.m.
All Ages
$25

San Jose
Museum of Art
11:00 a.m.
All Ages
$5 for students
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SOFTBALL

Spartans score 16 runs, whip Broncos in doubleheader

JESSICA FROMM
Staff Writer

The commute from Santa
Clara University to SJSU isn’t
very strenuous, but the Broncos
still managed to play like a bunch
of road weary nags at Tuesday
afternoon’s softball game against
the Spartans.
The SJSU softball team outscored rival Santa Clara by a
combined 16-2 in a doubleheader, with the Spartans winning
7-1 in the first game and 9-1 in
the second.
In the first leg of the doubleheader, the Spartans racked up
runs in all innings except the
second. SJSU recorded 11 hits in
the first game and 10 in the second. Santa Clara recorded just
three hits in each game.
“We feel good,” said junior
right fielder Kayla Hayes. “We’re
excited and ready to go out and
play Boise this weekend and
hopefully play as well as we
did today.”
The Spartans played superb
defense in the first inning of
the second game, holding the
Broncos scoreless with one
out and runners on second and
third. Then SJSU broke it open
in the third and fourth innings
of the second game, scoring
four runs with four hits in the
third, and three runs on three
hits in the fourth.
Hayes was 4 - 5 for the series,
with three runs and four RBIs.
“I feel good, I felt really con-

SJSU infielder Ursula Lopez (left) and shortstop Morgan Otto run to first base during Tuesday’s
7-1 victory over Santa Clara in the first game of a doubleheader at SJSU Field.
fident today, I felt comfortable,”
Hayes said. “I tried to focus on
letting the ball travel … I just
concentrated on getting the ball
deep, hitting the ball the other
way and staying on top of it.”
Sophomore pitcher Elyssa
Fox excelled at hurling the ball
the entire first game, striking out
nine and allowing one earned

run, three hits and one walk.
“The hitting really helped
me too. You can’t do anything
without hitting,” Fox said. “My
curve was working a little better today, and I’ve been working on that. Any win makes you
happy. I guess we’re just amped
because we haven’t swept anyone for awhile.”

SJSU softball coach Peter
Turner said he was pleased with
SJSU’s pitching in both games.
Fox pitched the first game and
freshman Amanda Pridmore
threw the second.
“They made them earn everything. I think they had good
command of multiple pitches,”
Turner said. “I was pleased with

DANIEL POWELL / Spartan Daily

both of them. Fox had more pop
and rotation than I’ve seen in
a while … I thought Pridmore
was throwing even harder then
Fox, with less movement, but
was bringing it. That made me
happy … they both did a really
good job.”
Both team members and
Turner said that they still needed

to work on not slipping up.
“We kind of make dumb mistakes sometimes when we’re trying to close out a game. Like (today), when we had an eight-run
lead, there was no way they should
have come back and scored a run,”
Hayes said. “It should have been
over even before we went back
to hit in the fifth inning. So, just
limiting the mistakes I think is the
biggest thing.”
Turner said that these wins
drove home the fact that the
team still needs to work hard.
“They got sloppy in the end,”
Turner said. “They’ve got to learn
how to close it up. They’re driving me nuts, but they’re young.
With all the injuries we had this
year we easily could have been
worse than we are now. And if we
didn’t have any injuries, we could
be the opposite of where we are
right now, because we are what
we are. We need to get better
every day. We need to lessen the
mistakes, and understand that
some of that comes with time,
but some of that also comes with
better discipline, too.”
The softball team is scheduled
to play Boise State this Friday and
Saturday. Turner said that if the
team focuses on making plays,
they’ll have a chance to win.
“If we do what we did today with the sticks and with the
pitching, we’ll be fine. If we get
sloppy, they could beat us very
easily. So we just need to do the
right things and limit our mistakes,” he said.

BASEBALL

www.SpartanDailySports.wordpress.com
Check the blog on Friday for NCAA Final Four analysis
and predictions by multimedia editor Joey Akeley.

Heading into conference play, the Spartans have the second highest
team batting average in the Western Athletic Conference.

RYAN BUCHAN / Spartan Daily

Spartans, Warriors battle in conference opener
RYAN BUCHAN
Sports Editor

Western Athletic Conference play begins this weekend
for the Spartan baseball team
facing off against Hawaii on
the road.
“The WAC opener is the beginning of a second season for
us,” said senior pitcher Scott
Sobczak. “Hopefully we can
start out like we did at the beginning of the actual season.”
Hawaii (16-9) currently
has the third-best record in
the WAC.
Hawaii enters the series after
defeating No. 15-ranked Coastal Carolina in three of four
games. The only ranked opponent the Spartans (19-5) have
faced was Cal Poly, to whom
the Spartans lost to twice.
“I think Hawaii is the best
school in the league,” said head
coach Sam Piraro. “It will be up
to us to go in there and prove
otherwise.”
SJSU swept Cal State Bakersfield in a three-game series
last weekend.
“We got a lot of momentum
going in,” said sophomore second baseman Craig Hertler.
“Hopefully we can take this

momentum and go beat a good
Hawaii team.”
The Spartans feature the top
pitching in the conference with
a team ERA at 3.62. SJSU has
three of the top five pitchers in
ERA in conference, with Sobczak holding the lowest ERA
(1.45). He is the only pitcher
in the WAC with an ERA below 2.00. SJSU also has the top
two pitchers in strikeouts in the
conference, with David Berner,
47, and Max Peterson, 36.
Ryan Shopshire is the only
Spartan starter to lose a game
this season. Peterson, Sobczak
and Berner all have perfect records entering conference play.
Hawaii’s pitching staff ranks
second in the conference with a
team ERA of 4.35.
“When you play Hawaii they
don’t walk many people,” Piraro
said. “We are going to have to
bank on clutch hitting, twostrike hitting, execution. We are
going to have to be very efficient
with our situation hitting, so
when we get opportunities we
are going to have to convert.”
SJSU, however, has shown
they can hit the ball as well, as
they have the second-best team
batting average in conference.
The Spartans have two players in the top 15 in batting av-

erage for the conference, while
Hawaii has none.
Last season, Hawaii won all
but one game against the Spartans in a four-game series at
Municipal Stadium.
“We just have to play how we
have been playing, and not press
too much,” said sophomore
first baseman Danny Stienstra.
“Just go out there, and compete
like we have been.”
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COMMENTARY

NHL, West: Sharks float to top
as Red Wings begin to flop

MATTHEW KIMEL

Sharks Remarks
They were the first team to
win 50 games this season. They
have the most points in the
league standings and have been
beaten fewer times in regulation
than all other clubs.
Need more proof that the
San Jose Sharks are currently the
best squad in the NHL?
Despite injuries to nine key
players, the Sharks are still winning games against playoff caliber teams.
Monday night, San Jose defeated the then Northwest-leading Flames in Calgary without
their captain and top goal scorer
Patrick Marleau in the lineup.
Did Marleau’s absence affect
the Sharks’ offense?
You bet.
Our beloved Los Tiburones
registered an uncharacteristic,
season-low 17 shots on goal,
nearly half their average (33.4).
Luckily for the Sharks, Calgary
goalie Miikka Kiprusoff let two
slip by and San Jose gained
a four-point lead over Detroit
as the No. 1 seed in the Western
Conference.
San Jose’s resurgence to the
top of the league and Western
standings after several poor

performances in February and
March, however, has been accomplished with the help of
other teams.
The Sharks benefited from
a five-on-three advantage for
nearly two minutes Monday
after a delay of game was called
on the Flames nearly three seconds after they were whistled
for hooking.
“That’s where the momentum is,” San Jose goalie Evgeni
Nabokov told reporters after
the game.
San Jose has also benefited
from the West’s second best
Red Wings losing back-to-back
games to the lowly Islanders and
the playoff-pushing Predators.
With 11 days left in the
2008-09 regular season, the race
for the Presidents’ Trophy has
ee teams.
come down to three
The contenders — San Jose
on (108) and
(111 points), Boston
Detroit (107) — all have six
games remaining.
arks
While the Sharks
oint
have a three-point
ruins
advantage, the Bruins
maining
have the easier remaining
schedule.
he Bruins’
The soft part of the
agenda includes
dates with the
Senators twice
nst
and finales against
slanders.
the Sabres and Islanders.
et the Rangers
They will also meet
oth of which
and Canadiens, both
are in the hunt for a playoff spot.
plit the later
If the Bruins can split
two games, they should win
five of their last six..

The Sharks play the Oilers tonight and then have a
home-and-home series against
the Ducks. If the Sharks can
win two of those three, they
should win out. The pathetic
Avalanche, crashing Coyotes
and losing Kings shouldn’t take
much to overcome.
And without a major meltdown from San Jose and Boston,
Detroit stands no chance of winning the Presidents’ Trophy this
year. The Red Wings close off the
season against the Blues, Wild,
Sabres, Predators and a homeand-home series against the
Blackhawks, all of which theoretically can still make the playoffs.
With a three-point lead, the
Sharks should hold on.
Matthew Kimel is a Spartan Daily sports editor.
“Sharks Remarks”
appears every
other Thursday.

SHARKS

Moen adds Cup experience, grit to team
“I finish my hits and stick up for my teammates. I try to chip in with a goal every
once in a while.”

HANK DREW
Staff Writer

A current San Jose Sharks’
forward scored the Stanley
Cup-winning goal for Anaheim in the 2007 Stanley Cup
Finals.
The Sharks hope 27-yearold Travis Moen will be able
to repeat that playoff performance this year, while bringing his gritty style of hockey to
the ice.
Moen came to the Sharks in
a four-way trade with Anaheim
that included defensemen Kent
Huskins in exchange for Timo
Pielmeier, Nick Bonino and a
conditional fourth-round draft
pick in 2011.
The move to San Jose is a
relatively close one — Moen
is only six hours away from his
wife and child who still reside
in Southern Ca
California.
Moen’s play is hard working
and strong defe
defensively.
“I finish my hits and stick up
for my teamm
teammates,” he said. “I
try to chip in with a goal every once in a while.”

TRAVIS MOEN
San Jose Sharks forward

Drew Remenda, a San Jose
Sharks broadcast analyst, said
Moen supplies exactly what the
Sharks need as the team makes
a bid for the Cup.
“We needed a guy like Travis because of his grit and his
experience,” he said. “So far,
his play has been exactly what
we expected.”
A rash of injuries left some of
the Sharks’ most physical players,
like Jeremy Roenick and Mike
Grier, on the bench. Remenda
said Moen filled the void.
“He’s someone who will be
physical every shift,” he said.
Kent Huskins, Moen’s teammate from Anaheim, said Moen
was one of the unsung heroes
from the championship team
in Anaheim because he played
on a checking line.
“He came up big in the
playoffs for us with a few huge
goals,” he said. “He’s just a

HANK’S ODDS TO WIN STANLEY CUP
1. San Jose 1/1

A homer’s choice; health issues a concern though.

2. New Jersey 5/1

Brodeur.

3. Detroit 6/1

Despite poor current form, they’ll be a threat.

4. Bruins 10/1

Can they regain early season form?

5. Blackhawks 20/1

Best young team in NHL. Can age trump wisdom?

6. All others 500/1

Don’t see any upset happening this year.

Classifieds
HOUSING
SJSU
INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE
*One block to campus
*US & Internat’l students
*Safe, Friendly, Homelike
*Intercultural Experience
*Computer Lab/ Study Room
*Student Kitchen
*Wireless Internet Access
*Assigned Parking (fee)
*One semester contract.
Apply now! 360 S. 11th Street,
924-6570 or sjsu.edu/ihouse

EMPLOYMENT
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BAR/HOST PT positions in
S’vale restaurant. Flex hrs.
$11.50 to start. Call Wendy@
(408) 733-9331

EARN EXTRA MONEY Students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 per day being
a mystery shopper
No Experience Required
Call 1-800-722-4791
STUDENT WORK (NEAR
SJSU) As featured in the Wall
Street Journal in August 2008.
*$17.70 BASE-appt.
*FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
*No experience necessary
*Training provided
*Customer sales/ service
*Scholarships awarded annually
*Internships possible
*Some conditions apply
*All majors may apply
CALL FOR INTERVIEW
(408) 866-1100
(650) 940-9400
(510) 790-2100
www.workforstudents.com/ sjsu

TUTOR NEEDED

Beginning Visual Basic 2008
programming skills. Ability to
teach. 1-2 hours per week. On
Campus. $25/ hr. Ben (650)
533-8298

SERVICES

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces.
Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted into an ad line.
The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20
spaces.
A minimum of three lines is required.
Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior to publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.

FIXLAPTOP.COM BUY SELL
REPAIR Laptop & Parts Repair
PC Data Recovery Remove
Virus Rental Trade Laptop &
Parts (408)469-5999

VOLUNTEERS
LIVE-IN VOLUNTEERS Casa
de Clara, a small shelter for
homeless women and children,
seeks mature and dedicated
volunteer staff. 15 minute walk
from campus. Flexible scheduling. Emphasis on service
and faith-based nonviolence,
in the Catholic Worker tradition. (408)297-8330

gritty guy and plays a hardnosed game.”
Forward Devin Setoguchi said Moen and Huskins
provide instant depth to the
Sharks’ lineup.
“We’ve had a lot of injuries,”
he said, “and now our third
line is going to be strong, and
our defense is going to be
deeper.”
Setoguchi said Moen and
Huskins’ championship history will benefit the team.
“You’re always going to welcome that kind of experience
in the locker room,” he said.
“They’ve been to the top.”
Moen, who spends his offseason working on his family’s
farm in Canada, said he is excited to have a chance to play
with another cup contender.
“I am very happy to be here,”
he said. “Hopefully, we can go
deep in the playoffs here.”

$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10 AM or 3PM.
STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
Rate applies to student’s individual ads only.
Not intended for businesses and/or other persons.
Frequency discount does not apply.
www.thespartandaily.com

Need a Roommate?
Need a Job?
Need a Roommate
with a Job?
Spartan Daily Classiﬁeds

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services
advertised below nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and
offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain
advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific
telephone numbers or addresses for additional information.
Classified readers should be reminded that, when making these
further contacts, they should require complete information before
sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons
for discount vacations or merchandise.
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Guerrilla Wordfare
How about them Giants?
It’s four days before opening
night, and I’m calling it — the
San Francisco Giants are going to take the National League
West.
How can I say this with such
confidence? Last week, I traveled 700-plus miles to the Giants’ Cactus League Cathedral
— all the way in Scottsdale, Ariz.
I spent 12 hours traveling to the
land of spring training to watch
the Giants in action.
But 12 hours is a long time to
sit in a car, especially when the
scenery that whizzes by is a never-ending blur of farmland, desert, Indian casinos and slaughter
houses.
Oh, and prisons. Can’t forget
about those prisons.
I drove past four state prisons
— Avenal, Chuckawalla Valley,
Ironwood and Pleasant Valley
(oh, the irony).
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DAN LU

I have spent more than a decade collecting CDs, and a lot
of time at music stores.
Three-thousand CDs and
counting, but with the lack of
music stores and the closures of
many, I doubt my album collection will continue to grow.
Virgin Megastores announced that it will close its
five remaining stores in the U.S.
later this year, following in the
footsteps of other music stores
that have shuttered in recent
years.
Virgin Megastore once operated 11 stores and housed thousands of albums, movies, video

OPINION PAGE POLICY
Letters to the editor may be placed in
the letters to the editor box in the Spartan
Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room
209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3282,
e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.
edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95112-0149.
Letters to the editor must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major. Letters become
property of the Spartan Daily and may
be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and
length. Only letters of 300 words or less
will be considered for publication.
Published opinions and advertisements
do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.
The Spartan Daily is a public forum.

also free up money for the state.
According to the U.S. Department of Justice, since the enactment of mandatory minimum
sentencing for drug users, the
Federal Bureau of Prisons budget jumped from $220 million in
1986 to more than $4.3 billion
in 2001.

In San Quentin
State Prison, beds
have been set up in
every available free
space, including the
gym, which houses
360 inmates
because there is
no other place for
them.
Well, why not build more
prisons?
Because taxpayers would be
paying billions of dollars, which
is not the solution in this economic climate. Even if California had the money to build more
prisons, it still wouldn’t be the
right answer. Countless studies
have shown that building more
prisons does not deter crime.

It has been proven that the
most effective way to prevent
criminals from committing future crimes is not by building
sky-high walls, but through drug
treatment centers and mental
health services that can rehabilitate nonviolent criminals.
In California, all people who
are released from prison must
be paroled. Without receiving
an education, job training or any
other type of support, it’s no surprise that these parolees return
to a life of crime.
Without any sort of reform,
this broken system keeps prisons overcrowded and crime
rates high.
Considering the budget problems are plaguing the state, why
don’t lawmakers rehabilitate
criminals and reduce crime, all
while saving millions, if not billions of dollars?
I’m not arguing for get out of
jail cards for every criminal. I’m
arguing for reform that examines
criminals and gets them the help
they need.

Andrea Frainier is the Spartan
Daily opinion editor. “Guerrilla
Wordfare” appears every
Thursday.

games and more. The New York
and San Francisco locations offer a large selection of albums
across several floors which cannot be found at other music retailers.
Music stores, such as Tower
Records, the Wherehouse, Sam
Goody or even Circuit City offered albums and more to consumers, but they have all shut
their doors.
What we’re left with are big
box stores or Internet retailers.
The days of album singles and
exclusive import collections are
nowhere to be found at Target
or Wal-Mart.
With the current economic
situation, illegal downloads and
Internet music retailers, music
stores have struggled to keep
their doors open.
The loss of Virgin Megastore
will be a disaster for music enthusiasts such as myself, and the
music industry.
Apple’s iTunes surpassed
Wal-Mart as the biggest music
retailer in the United States last

year, according to the Los Angeles Times. Other Internet retailers continue to expand their
music offerings.

With the current
economic situation,
illegal downloads
and Internet music
retailers, music
stores have
struggled to keep
their doors open.
Although key players in the
music industry have discontinued their operations, other
stores, such as FYE Music,
Barnes & Noble, soon-to-be
bankrupt Border’s Books, Target
and Wal-Mart have continued to
keep the music industry afloat.
There would be days during junior high where I would
spend a whole day searching
and buying music at my local

Sam Goody, Tower Records
and the Wherehouse, which
were all conveniently located
in my neighborhood — and are
now long gone.
People are quick to say that
the era of CDs will disappear,
like the eras of 8-track and cassette tapes.
CDs are still around and are
still being sold. I like the feeling
of purchasing a new CD, unwrapping the shrink wrap and
reading the liner notes while
listening to the tracks.
You just don’t get the same
feeling from MP3s that you get
from compact discs.
And don’t get me started
about ordering an album online.
Ordering via the World Wide
Web takes an eternity, and with
taxes, shipping and handling
and the possibility of damages,
it’s just not worth it.
Some artists, before they
release a new album, announce
that they will “release a new
album” or “release a new CD”
later this year.

But what if we replaced those
terms with “new MP3” or “new
download?”
It’s just not the same.
I might sound old-school, but I
don’t have time to wait around
for an album to download.
The instant gratification I receive from heading to my local
music store and buying a new
CD just doesn’t compare to
finding an MP3.
I support the artists I love
and a brand new album includes cover art, photos of the
musician, lyrics and sometimes
a poster.
You cannot get those from
a 128 KB MP3 sold on iTunes.
The quality is much better from
a factory sealed CD.
With the decline of physical
music stores, I just hope my CD
collection will never join the
ranks of 8-tracks, vinyl and cassette tapes.
Dan Lu is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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In addition to crammed quarters, officials have criticized the
health services in California
prisons for being inadequate and
understaffed.
In 2006, U.S. District Judge
Thelton Henderson ordered
the state to relinquish control
of prison health care, citing evidence that indicated poor medical care was killing at least one
inmate a week.
This year, a three-judge panel
found that prisoners’ Eighth
Amendment rights, which prohibit cruel and unusual punishment, were being violated. The
court ordered the state to release
55,000 inmates within three
years in an effort to cut costs and
reduce overcrowding.
But doesn’t this mean murderers, rapists and violent criminals would be dumped on my
front lawn?
Many people housed in prisons are serving time for nonviolent crimes.
In fact, the nonviolent prisoner population is larger than
the combined populations of
Wyoming and Alaska, according
to a report by the Justice Policy
Institute.
If California were to treat
nonviolent criminals instead of
locking them up, not only would
this solve overcrowding, it would

Missing the glory days of compact discs
Staff Writer

SENIOR STAFF WRITERS
TARA DUFFY
DANIELLE TORRALBA
DAVID ZUGNONI

There were signs posted along
the highway warning drivers not
to pick up lone hitchhikers. I
think the bright orange jumpsuits stamped with “Department
of Corrections” would tip off
anyone with half a brain.
In total, there are 33 prisons
sprawled across the state of California, ranging from minimum
to maximum security.
Between 1984 and 1996,
21 of these prisons were constructed, according to an article
by the Justice Policy Institute. In
that same 12-year period, only
two new public universities (Cal
State San Marcos and Monterey
Bay) were built.
Located in remote, desolate
areas, these prisons are costly,
overcrowded and breed crime,
instead of curtailing it.
Combined, all of the California prisons were built to house
84,000 inmates. Currently, more
than 171,000 people call these
prisons home, according to California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. That’s
more than double the maximum
capacity.
In San Quentin State Prison,
beds have been set up in every
available free space, including
the gym, which houses 360 inmates because there is no other
place for them.

ALLIE FIGURES

Figures It Out
How was your spring break?
I am only asking because I feel
I have to as the obligatory postbreak conversation starter. And I
hate answering it, too.
Maybe it only irritates me
because I don’t get the chance
to gush about my intellectual
voyage to Europe, my tan lines
(haha) from Cancun or my relaxing week of doing nothing at all.
I’m glad you all got to dust
off your bikini or exercise your
thumbs on video games and remote controls.
And no, I did not see that one
picture because I won’t be clicking through your “Spring Break
2009” photo album on Facebook.
Is that a hint of bitterness detected in my tone? Do I have the
“Home Alone” syndrome going

on here? Am I acting like a “Debbie Downer?”
No. I was bitten by reality.
Sure, I had the option of snacking on tea and crumpets in England or shredding in two feet of
fresh powder in Tahoe. But after
taking a look at my bank account,
it seems that my funds have taken
a little vacation of their own, and
working overtime was looking
more and more like my spring
break fate.

I suggest those of
you who did not
leave your area
code or hop on a
jet plane to somewhere else to not
feel left out from
the college tradition
of fleeing reality for
a week.
At first, it was a little depressing
to finally reach that point in my
adult life where it’s time to actually
make my priorities a priority and

forgo a week of fun in the sun.
But then I realized it’s not that
depressing at all. I am proud to
say that I made the right decision for myself and especially my
finances.
And for now, the whole
“work hard, play harder” mantra
has no meaning in my life at the
moment.
I suggest those of you who did
not leave your area code or hop
on a jet plane to somewhere else
to not feel left out from the college tradition of fleeing reality for
a week.
Some of us just don’t get that
luxury. Some of us simply have
things to do — maybe not better
things, but definitely things more

necessary and not requiring a
minimum of SPF 30.
A whole week off from school
gave us the chance to earn extra
pay, move residences, study and
finish those class assignments that
have been put aside for too long.
Maybe your spring break was
filled with quality time with the
family you haven’t seen since
winter break, instead of reacquainting yourself with Jack and
The Captain. The party scene is
not the only way to go.
Wow. The 20-year-old Allie
would have gasped at that revelation. But we are big kids now. No
longer should we feel bad for not
getting to go to the party.
The older and more mature

we get, the more we should realize that it’s not always about the
party. It’s about our goals and accomplishments. It’s about getting
from point A to point B. And sure,
tossing in a good time here and
there is like icing on the cake.
It’s just like my mom used to
say, “Clean your room first, then
you can go out to play.” Well, we
will see just how clean my room
is by the time mid-May rolls
around, and maybe I will finally
get the chance to come out and
play.
Allie Figures is a Spartan
Daily A & E editor. “Figures
It Out”appears every Thursday.

DID YOU KNOW...
Ear-popping is the head’s way of keeping the air pressure balanced on
either side of your eardrums? During rapid changes in air pressure, the
eustachian tube (which equalizes air pressure on the two sides of the
eardrum) remains closed, and it takes vigorous swallowing to even
things out afterward.
— The Straight Dope
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Bikers embark on psychedelic trip through San Jose

HOLLY SZKOROPAD
Staff Writer

While SJSU sat vacant for
spring break on March 20, more
than 500 people swarmed a Bascom Avenue parking lot to ride
in San Jose Bike Party’s 18th
monthly night ride.
The flashiness didn’t stop
at blinking red taillights. Atop
many bicycles, riders sat draped
in tinfoil, wrapped in Christmas
lights and wearing tie-dye shirts
to celebrate the “psychedelic
robot”-themed ride.
“Tonight was definitely the
biggest we’ve had yet,” said Ben
Henderson, a party volunteer
who designs the fliers for each
event.
The bike party has grown from
25 people to a ride that now includes a wide demographic with
hundreds of riders, from kids to
dogs, said volunteer Amber Lamason.
“My goal was to get people
who wouldn’t normally ride their

bike, on their bikes, and to build
friendship and a community,”
Lamason said.
With prior fizzled attempts
to start a San Jose critical mass
since 2005, Bike Party participants now flock to the monthly
event, which Lamason attributes
to each party’s consistent time,
place and theme.
Corwin Herse Woo, a junior
animation and illustration major,
stood among decorated bikes
and riders on the crowded Winchester-bound light rail with his
friends from SJSU.
He said that he continues to
ride each month because it’s a
chance to hang out with friends.
“I think it’s just a pretty relaxing thing that is kick-back,” he
said. “It’s just a good stress reliever.”
Marvyn Aguilar, a junior animation and illustration major
and a friend of Woo’s, said that
the ride is a great way to spend a
Friday night.
“It’s a staple now,” Aguilar
said, who has attended the last

A Bike Party participant shows off his STEFAN ARMIJO / Spartan Daily
home-made tall bicycle at the start of the Psychedelic Robot
Ride on Friday, March 20. There were many riders with homemade and art bicycles participating in the ride.

Hundreds of bicycle riders swarmed SJSU’s Paseo de Cesar Chavez at the end of the Psychedelic
Robot Ride on Friday, March 20.
two parties.
San Jose Bike Party has no
leaders, and instead, is held together by volunteers who plan
each ride by picking a theme and
a route through the South Bay.
Prior themes include a mustache ride, circus and Mardi
Gras-themed parties, displayed
on Bike Party’s Web site.
The March ride, according to
an official map, was more than 16
miles and looped through Willow Glen, around Oakridge Mall,
and back toward Downtown San
Jose, ending at the SJSU Event
Center.
The March ride was met with

little political opposition, with
police occasionally intervening to help curb car traffic while
the hundreds of riders pedaled
through red lights.
“When we behave, and when
our rides are well organized and
when the riders follow the rules
of the road, the cops are really, really great,” said Lamason, prior to
the event.
Honking, yelling and waving
from onlookers perplexed by the
scene were immediately returned
with a roar of, “Bike Party” from
riders.
“It’s fun to ride with this
many people,” said rider Matt

Stegeman. “It’s like the opposite
of a critical mass. People don’t
hate us. People honk at us and
like us.”
Pierluigi Oliverio, a San Jose
city councilman who has participated in the last couple rides,
documented the March party on
his blog.
“If you like to ride a bike and
enjoy people, then you may very
well enjoy the next Bike Party,”
he wrote.
Three of Bike Party’s neon fliers, designed by volunteer Ben
Henderson, hang in larger-thanlife status in San Jose City Hall’s
“Celebration of Cycle Art and

STEFAN ARMIJO / Spartan Daily

Culture” window bicycle exhibit
on Fourth Street.
“That was really nice of them
to give us a little more exposure
and show us off to the city and
people walking by,” Henderson
said.
Henderson said that it’s hard
to sum up what makes Bike Party
so popular because it’s a culmination of many things.
“You are advocating good
health and using your bike, alternative transportation,” he said.
“At the same time, you’re having
a ton of fun. You get to tell your
friends to come out to this free
party next month.”

